
29 students here today!   
Let’s group you for today’s task. 
Each student needs to be randomly dealt a card from the “Verb Acrostic” set. 

Click one of the eight letters for a group transition activity: 

A Always perfect (tense, that is) 

C Conjugate into present tense 

R Roots in verbs 

O On-going (or “progressive”) tense 

S So helpful to have helping verbs 

T Transitive Action Verbs 

I Intransitive Action Verbs 

C Conjugate into perfect past tense 



A : Always Perfect (tense, that is) 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates who have the same 

letter in the A-position of your verb acrostic poem. 

Today’s Eight Verbs: 

aerate – to expose something to air 

assert – to state a belief confidently 

allay – to lessen someone’s fear or worry 

assure – to tell someone something positive to 
relieve any worry 

adapt – to make something suitable for a new 

purpose 

abash – to destroy someone’s confidence 

avert – to turn away one’s eyes or thoughts 

avail – to use or take advantage of a resource or 

opportunity 

When you are all seated 
together, study the 
definition and create a 
sentence that correctly 
uses the word.  Your 
sentence must contain—at 
least—one context clue 
that would help a reader 
intelligently guess the 
word’s meaning without 
having the definition. 
 
Click here for a second 
quick activity with these 
verbs… 



A : Always Perfect (tense, that is) 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates who have the same 

letter in the A-position of your verb acrostic poem. 

Verbs: 

aerate 

assert 

allay 
assure 
 

adapt 
 

abash  
avert 
avail 
 

With verbs, you need learn they can have different tenses, and 
tense is what helps a reader know what time the verb happened. 
 

I eat.       I will eat.      I have eaten.      I was eating.       I do eat. 

One type of verb tense uses the words have, has, or had in front of 
the verb.  Often this makes you change the form of the verb.  This type 
of tense is called perfect tense.  You should Google “Why is it called 
perfect tense” to research why it has this interesting name. 
 
Work with your group to do two things to the sentence you created 
when you found out the meaning of your verb: 
• Place have, had, or has in front of your verb to see if you have to 

change the verb’s form at all. Learn to say “perfect” if the verb 
changes. 

• Add one more context clue to your sentence for your reader. 

End of activity.  Click here to return to the main menu. 



C : Conjugate into Present Tense 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates who have the same 

letter in the first C-position of your verb acrostic poem. 

Today’s Eight Verbs: 

crave – to feel a powerful desire for something 

cower – to crouch down in fear 

catnap – to have a short, light sleep 

crochet – to make a garment or piece of fabric 
using patterns by looping yarn 

cling – to hold on tight to a person or thing 

cycle – to move or follow a regularly repeated 

sequence of events 

chide – to scold or rebuke a person 

cringe – to bend one’s body as a reaction to fear 

When you are all seated 
together, study the 
definition and create a 
sentence that correctly 
uses the word.  Your 
sentence must contain—at 
least—one context clue 
that would help a reader 
intelligently guess the 
word’s meaning without 
having the definition. 
 
Click here for a second 
quick activity with these 
verbs… 



C : Conjugate into Present Tense 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates who have the same 

letter in the first C-position of your verb acrostic poem. 

Verbs: 

crave 

cower 

catnap 
crochet 
 

cling 
cycle 
 

chide 

cringe 

When you conjugate, you explore all different forms a verb can take 
when a certain verb tense is applied to it.  Here are two examples: 

Present Tense: 

I eat. 
You eat. 
He/She/It eats. 

We eat. 
You eat. 
They eat. 

Present Perfect Tense: 

I have eaten. 
You have eaten. 
He/She/It has  
      eaten. 

We have eaten. 
You have eaten. 
They have eaten. 

Work with your group to do two things : 
• Conjugate your group’s verb in both present tense and present 

perfect tense.   
• Re-write your original sentence so it is in present tense and then 

change it to present perfect tense, adding one more context clue to 
help your reader. 

End of activity.  Click here to return to the main menu. 



R : Roots in Verbs 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates who have the same 

letter in the R-position of your verb acrostic poem. 

Today’s Eight Verbs: 

reform – to make changes that improve 

something’s shape or attitude 

revitalize – to give something new life or energy 

resist – to withstand the action or effect 

reject – to throw something away or dismiss it 

because it’s not good enough 

refer – to carry or direct someone’s attention to 

something else 

reunite – to make one out of something divided 

reverse – to turn or move backwards 

revise – to see something in a different way and 

then change it. 

When you are all seated 
together, study the 
definition and create a 
sentence that correctly 
uses the word.  Your 
sentence must contain—at 
least—one context clue 
that would help a reader 
intelligently guess the 
word’s meaning without 
having the definition. 
 
Click here for a second 
quick activity with these 
verbs… 



R : Roots in Verbs 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates who have the same 

letter in the R-position of your verb acrostic poem. 

These verbs all have old roots: 

reform – Latin root meaning shape  

 

revitalize – Latin root meaning life 

resist – Latin root meaning stand  

reject – Latin root meaning throw 

 

refer – Latin root meaning carry 

 

reunite – Greek root meaning one 

reverse – Latin root meaning turn 

revise – Latin root meaning see 

 

Your group has two minutes to come up 
with as many other words in English 
that might share the same  underlined 
Latin or Greek root in your word. 
 
Choose words based on their roots’ 
meanings.  Sister has nothing to do with 
standing, so it’s not a word that uses 
the sist root found in resist. 
 
Find completely different words for 
your list.  Don’t simply add suffixes like 
–ing or –ed to your verb. 

End of activity.   
Click here to return to the main menu. 



O : Ongoing (or progressive) Tense 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates who have the same 

letter in the O-position of your verb acrostic poem. 

Today’s Eight Verbs: 

oppress – to keep someone down or feeling low 

by behaving like a demanding, unfair leader 

omit – to leave something out of something 

ogle – to stare at something in a dirty way 

orate – to give a quality speech that is long 

obtrude – to become noticeable in a rude or 

intrusive way 

opine – to state something as one’s opinion 

optimize – to make something as functional as 

possible 

opt – to make a choice from a large group of 

possibilities 

When you are all seated 
together, study the 
definition and create a 
sentence that correctly 
uses the word.  Your 
sentence must contain—at 
least—one context clue 
that would help a reader 
intelligently guess the 
word’s meaning without 
having the definition. 
 
Click here for a second 
quick activity with these 
verbs… 



O : Ongoing (or progressive) Tense 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates who have the same 

letter in the O-position of your verb acrostic poem. 

Verbs: 

oppress 
 

omit 

ogle 

orate 
obtrude 
 

opine 
optimize 
 

opt 

With verbs, you need learn they can have different tenses, and 
tense is what helps a reader know what time the verb happened.   
 

He ate.   He will eat.   He was eating.  He has eaten.   He did eat. 

Memorize this list of five words: was, were, am, are, is 
 
When one of these five linking verbs is the word directly in front of your 
sentence’s main verb, you must change the tense of the main verb so that 
it ends in –ing.  This is called progressive tense, and it means the verb is 
happening right now; the verbs are progressing at the time. 
 
Two tasks: 
1. Re-write your group’s sentence so that it’s in progressive tense. 
2. Add one more context clue to help out your reader if they don’t know 

what your assigned verb actually means. 

End of activity.  Click here to return to the main menu. 



S : So Helpful to Have Helping Verbs 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates who have the same 

letter in the S-position of your verb acrostic poem. 

Today’s Eight Verbs: 

safeguard – to protect from harm or damage 

scamper – to run with quick light steps, usually 
because of fear or excitement 

satiate – to completely satisfy someone or thing 

signify – to serve as evidence of something or as 

an indicator of 

scintillate – to sparkle or give off flashes of light 

seethe – to be filled with intense anger 

shimmy – to shake, wobble or vibrate, or to 

dance in a way where shoulders and hips shake 

sever – to separate by cutting, or to break off ties 

When you are all seated 
together, study the 
definition and create a 
sentence that correctly 
uses the word.  Your 
sentence must contain—at 
least—one context clue 
that would help a reader 
intelligently guess the 
word’s meaning without 
having the definition. 
 
Click here for a second 
quick activity with these 
verbs… 



S : So Helpful to Have Helping Verbs 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates who have the same 

letter in the S-position of your verb acrostic poem. 

Verbs: 

safeguard 
scamper 
 

satiate 
signify 
 

scintillate 
seethe 
shimmy 
 

sever 

Below are 9 special words in English called helping verbs.  
When placed in front of any verb in a sentence, they add a 
slightly different meaning to the verb.  Here they are: 
 

Helping verbs (a.k.a. auxiliaries) : 

may/might shall/should can/could 
   will/would            must 

Two group tasks: 
1. Go back to your original group sentence.  Add as many of the 

helping verbs in front of the verb (you may have to change its 
tense/form).  Which helping verb alters your sentence’s meaning 
the most? 

2. With the sentence that changes meaning the most, keep the 
helping verb, then add one more context clue to help out your 
reader if they don’t know what your assigned verb actually means. 

End of activity.  Click here to return to the main menu. 



T : Transitive Verbs 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates who have the same 

letter in the T-position of your verb acrostic poem. 

Today’s Eight Verbs: 

tarnish – to lessen the purity of something 

transmit – to cause something to pass from one 
place/person to another 

trounce – to defeat something heavily in a 

contest 

traverse – to travel across or through something 

typify – to serve as the perfect example for 

something 

tyrannize – to rule over someone with cruelty 

twiddle – to fidget or play with something 

transcend – to be or go beyond the limits of 

something, and usually an abstract something 

When you are all seated 
together, study the 
definition and create a 
sentence that correctly 
uses the word.  Your 
sentence must contain—at 
least—one context clue 
that would help a reader 
intelligently guess the 
word’s meaning without 
having the definition. 
 
Click here for a second 
quick activity with these 
verbs… 



T : Transitive Verbs 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates who have the same 

letter in the T-position of your verb acrostic poem. 

Verbs: 

tarnish 
transmit 
 

trounce 
 

traverse 
typify 
 

tyrannize 
twiddle 
transcend 
 

All action verbs are either transitive or intransitive.  A good 
dictionary will identify them as such, and if you don’t know the 
difference, you could easily misuse a new verb in sentences. 
 

Transitive verbs require that the sentence’s subject does the verb 
directly to another noun, which is called the direct object.  Like: 

Two group tasks: 
1. Go back to your original group sentence.  Find the one-word noun that 

you believe to be your sentence’s direct object. 
2. Add one more context clue to help out your reader if they don’t know 

what your assigned verb actually means. 

End of activity.  Click here to return to the main menu. 

boy threw baseball woman is making  remarks 

megaphone 



I : Intransitive Verbs 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates who have the same 

letter in the I-position of your verb acrostic poem. 

Today’s Eight Verbs: 

intervene – to come between so as to prevent 

or alter something that could happen. 

immigrate – to move to live in a foreign land 

invest – to depart with a sum of money with the 

expected result to make a profit in the long run 

intercede – to intervene on someone’s behalf 

interfere – to prevent planned events to occur 

implode – to collapse violently inward 

idle – to spend time doing nothing 

impose – to take advantage of someone’s time, 

attention or commitment 

When you are all seated 
together, study the 
definition and create a 
sentence that correctly 
uses the word.  Your 
sentence must contain—at 
least—one context clue 
that would help a reader 
intelligently guess the 
word’s meaning without 
having the definition. 
 
Click here for a second 
quick activity with these 
verbs… 



I : Intransitive Verbs 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates who have the same 

letter in the I-position of your verb acrostic poem. 

All action verbs are either transitive or intransitive.  A good 
dictionary will identify them as such, and if you don’t know 
the difference, you could easily misuse a verb in sentences. 
 

Intransitive verbs only require the subject do the verb; an 
intransitive sentence can be reduced down to two parts. Like: 

Two group tasks: 
1. Go back to your original sentence and check that it’s intransitive. Any 

words immediately following your main verb should be prepositions or 
–ly adverbs. 

2. Add another preposition and adverb after your main verb! 

End of activity.  Click here to return to the main menu. 

girl danced man was climbing 

sky 

Verbs: 

intervene 
 

immigrate 
invest 
 

intercede 

interfere 
implode 
idle 
impose 
 

stage balloon 



C : Conjugate into Perfect Past Tense 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates who have the same 

letter in the second C-position of your verb acrostic poem. 

Today’s Eight Verbs: 

calibrate – to adjust an instrument or machine 

to make sure it’s running accurately and efficiently 

cajole – to persuade someone with flattery 

calculate – to determine something with logic 

crouch – to bend the knees and cover up to 

assume a position that is hidden or defensive 

curtail – to stop something’s size or quality 

cross-check – to verify something using a 

different method of checking 

counteract – to act against something 

corrode – to damage something gradually 

When you are all seated 
together, study the 
definition and create a 
sentence that correctly 
uses the word.  Your 
sentence must contain—at 
least—one context clue 
that would help a reader 
intelligently guess the 
word’s meaning without 
having the definition. 
 
Click here for a second 
quick activity with these 
verbs… 



C : Conjugate into Perfect Past Tense 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates who have the same 

letter in the second C-position of your verb acrostic poem. 

Verbs: 

calibrate 
 

cajole 

calculate 
crouch 
 

curtail 
cross-check 
 

counteract 

corrode 

Verbs have different tenses, and tense is what helps a reader 
know what time the verb happened.  There’s past tense, and 
then there’s perfect past tense. 

How would you explain the subtle difference between these sets 
of verbs?  What does adding had do to change the meaning? 

End of activity.  Click here to return to the main menu. 

Past Tense: 

I ran. 
You ran. 
He/She/It ran. 

We ran. 
You ran. 
They ran. 

  Past Perfect Tense: 

I had run. 
You had run. 
He/She/It had  
       run. 

We had run. 
You had run.  
They had run. 

Two group tasks: 
1. Go back to your original sentence and change the verb to past perfect 

tense.  Be ready to explain how the tense changed slightly in meaning. 
2. Add one more context clue to your sentence to help your reader. 



Sentence 8: Two-Word Context Clues (Transitive) 
Find your group by finding those fellow classmates with the same 

sentence in the number eight slot on today’s grouping card.   

You have reached the end of the transitional activity/activities that were created for 
the eighth group of sentences on the 32-card set of random grouping cards. 
 
Return to the main menu by clicking here, and you can re-group your students in a 
new way. 
 
 
Kindly remember, the cards and these accompanying PowerPoint activities are 
copyrighted, and they may not be posted on any website.  This PowerPoint was 
designed to be projected on a large screen for students to interact with as the 
teacher puts students into random groups before a new lesson is taught.  The 
vocabulary and grammar activities are meant to serve as meaningful, five-minute 
transitions before a full lesson is taught to the student groups.   
 
The backside of each student’s grouping card might make a great place to have the 
student write an exit ticket response to you at the end of the class. 


